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Re: Seesaw/Clever Cohort Sync

From : Justin Huntley <huntley_ju@4j.lane.edu>
Subject : Re: Seesaw/Clever Cohort Sync
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To : Allan Chinn <chinn@4j.lane.edu>
Cc : princi elem <princi_elem@4j.lane.edu>, Garry McCready
<mccready@4j.lane.edu>, Mary Hochberg
<hochberg_m@4j.lane.edu>, tsstechteam
<tsstechteam@4j.lane.edu>
Allan, I am forwarding this to multiple folks as it is important info and I am sure others have the same
question.
Seesaw will auto populate whatever is in Synergy via Clever. So if a homeroom class is split into two
cohort classes then the teacher will see the two new classes once the new class are live in Synergy
and the synch happens. The old class should still be visible for the student and the teacher (fingers
crossed) until it is archived. Students and staff will just need to toggle between classes in the the
upper left hand corner by clicking on their name in Seesaw. All staff created classes that were either
created manually by adding individual students or that were uploaded with a CSV file will remain
unchanged by the creation of new classes in Synergy.
This will also cause staff to have two Clever sections for each cohort group. However you can share a
clever page with students in multiple sections. Many of our specialist do this already. As far as how this
will affect student logins in the various clever apps, we do not exactly know the full extent of the
ramifications of what a midyear change like this will do to student progress in each and every app being
used (especially if they are not district purchased and supported.)

Justin Huntley
Curriculum Administrator - Technology

Eugene 4J School District
Office: 541-790-7587
huntley_ju@4j.lane.edu
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From: "Allan Chinn" <chinn@4j.lane.edu>
To: "huntley ju" <huntley_ju@4j.lane.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 8:48:56 PM
Subject: Seesaw/Clever Cohort Sync
Hi Justin,
Do you know if Seesaw will auto populate new cohort classes from Synergy and will old classes be archived?
Thanks,

Allan

Allan Chinn
Principal, Holt Elementary School
Eugene School District 4J

chinn@4j.lane.edu, (541) 790-6100
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